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Polymer dispersed liquid crystals~PDLC’s! are composite materials made of a dispersion of liquid-crystal
droplets in a polymeric matrix. The droplets appear as highly optically anisotropic spheres with random
orientation. Light impinging on a film of this material is almost entirely scattered unless the application of an
electric field aligns the liquid-crystal molecules inside the droplets so that all droplets behave as uniaxial media
aligned to the applied field. If the polymer refractive index is equal to the ordinary refractive index of the liquid
crystal the sample becomes transparent for normally impinging light. Unlike common glass, the angular
dependence of light transmittance is not given by Fresnel relations but is a fairly intricate function of the
liquid-crystal distribution inside the droplets. In the framework of the general theory of PDLC’s by Palffy-
Muhoray and co-workers@Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst.243, 11 ~1994!; 179, 445 ~1990!#, using the anomalous
diffraction approach scattering by Zumer@Phys. Rev. A37, 4006~1988!#, we introduce a mathematical model
of PDLC transparency versus applied voltage and the incidence angle. Experimental results are presented. The
experimental results correspond well to the theoretical results.@S1063-651X~96!11911-5#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 42.25.Fx, 61.30.Cz

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer dispersed liquid crystals~PDLC’s! are nonhomo-
geneous materials consisting of liquid crystal droplets ran-
domly dispersed in a polymeric matrix@1–6#. Commonly
used liquid crystals are in the nematic phase at room tem-
perature and therefore droplets appear as highly optically an-
isotropic spheres having random orientation so that light im-
pinging on a PDLC film is almost entirely scattered.
Application of an electric field aligns the liquid-crystal mol-
ecules inside the droplets so that all droplets behave as
uniaxial media aligned with the applied field; if the polymer
refractive index is equal to the ordinary refractive index of
the liquid crystal the scattering for normally impinging light
is reduced to zero and the sample becomes transparent@7#.
Thus a PDLC film behaves as an electrically controlled light
shutter where light scattering is the main switching mecha-
nism, while absorption is negligible. This behavior is useful
in many applications such as switchable windows or direct
view displays. The properties of PDLC films are also inter-
esting in understanding the distribution of highly anisotropic
molecules confined in small volumes. Many authors@8–16#,
have dealt with the fundamental problem of liquid-crystal
molecular director distribution and its consequences on the
light scattering.

Since the PDLC film light transmission ratio is due to
both reflection at film surfaces and scattering in the bulk, the
angular dependence of light transmittance is not simply
given by Fresnel relations, but is a quite intricate function of
the liquid-crystal distribution inside the droplets. In previous
papers@14,15# we introduced a mathematical model of the
molecular behavior of the sample in order to deal with the
phase shift of a light ray through it. Then we applied it to
sample transmittance during the electro-optical transition for
normal incidence of light. A recent Letter@17# has been de-
voted to the angular dependence of light transmittance
through these electro-optic films for the particular case of

device operated in the ‘‘above-threshold’’ condition, i.e., just
above the transition to its transparent state. In this paper we
will extend our investigation on the angular dependence of
light transmission ratio to the whole transition from the
translucent to the transparent state versus the applied voltage.
The phenomenon is studied from both a theoretical and an
experimental point of view. Our theory is developed in the
framework of Palffy-Muhoray and co-workers@18,19# ap-
proach to the optical description of liquid crystals in
PDLC’s, while for the scattering by the droplets we use the
anomalous diffraction approach~ADA ! scattering theory
@20#. On this basis a mathematical model of the PDLC be-
havior is constructed and operated on a personal computer.
An experimental setup has been realized in order to verify
theoretical predictions by the execution of measurements.
The experimental results correspond well to the theoretical
results. We conclude by using the model to study the sample
angular transmittance versus some optical and geometrical
parameters.

II. THEORY

We consider a PDLC film bound between two conducting
glass plates with an applied voltage generating a low-
frequency~1 kHz! electric fieldE. A complete description of
the scattered intensity distribution is difficult, but if we are
only interested in the transmitted intensity, assuming that
multiple scattering can be neglected, we can simply write

I t5I 0TFexp~2Nvssd0 /cosgp!, ~1!

whereI 0 is the incident light intensity,Nv is the number of
droplets per unit volume,d0 is the PDLC film thickness,
gp5arcsin(singi /np) gives the beam propagation direction
inside the polymer,g i is the incidence angle,np is the poly-
mer refractive index,TF5TagTgpTpgTga are the Fresnel
transmission coefficients@21# at air-glass, glass-polymer,
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polymer-glass, and glass-air interfaces, respectively, and
ss5^sd&sample ~i.e., the average of the droplet scattering
cross sectionsd over the whole sample! is the sample scat-
tering cross section.

Each droplet behaves as a uniaxial transparent medium
with a different symmetry axis, but the direction of the ap-
plied electric field defines a preferred axis so that the whole
sample behaves as a uniaxial medium. We must therefore
distinguish between ordinary~polarization plane orthogonal
to the incidence plane! and extraordinary~polarization plane
in the incidence plane! impinging beams. Since usually the
polymer refractive indexnp is almost equal to the glass one
ng , we neglect the termsTgpTpg so that for an extraordinary
and an ordinary beam we have, respectively,

TF
~E!5F 4 singgsing icosggcosg i

sin2~gg1g i !cos
2~gg2g i !

G2, ~2a!

TF
~O!5F4 singgsing icosggcosg i

sin2~gg1g i !
G2, ~2b!

wheregg5arcsin(singi /ng) gives the beam propagation di-
rection inside the glass.

In order to compute the sample scattering cross section
ss we have to average the droplet scattering cross section
sd over all droplet orientations

ss5E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sd~q,w!pd~q,w!sinqdq, ~3!

wherepd(q,w)dV is the probability of the droplet director
N̂d of being in the solid angledV5sinqdqdw. Without loss
of generality we have assumed~see Fig. 1! that the sample
surface is orthogonal to thez direction~i.e., the electric field
E is in the z direction! and the incidence plane is thexz
plane~i.e., the wave vectork has zeroy component!. For a

single spherical droplet of radiusR, the scattering cross sec-
tion sd(q,w) (q and w giving the orientation of droplet
director!, according to the ADA theory, is@20#

sd5
1

2
sG~2kR!2F S nde*np 21D 2cos2ad1S ndo*np 21D 2sin2adG ,

~4!

where sG5pR2 is the droplet geometrical cross section,
k52p/l is the impinging beam wave number,ad is the
polarization angle with respect to the droplet, i.e., the angle
between the polarization plane~containing the polarization
vector Êopt and k̂) and the droplet incidence plane~contain-
ing N̂d and k̂), andndo* andnde* are the effective~ordinary
and extraordinary! refractive indices of the scattering sphere,
for light impinging with direction k̂. Obviously ndo* 5ndo
does not depend on the incidence angle, whilende* is given
by

nde* 5
ndonde

Ando2 sin2gd1nde
2 cos2gd

, ~5!

wherendo andnde are the ordinary and extraordinary droplet
refractive indices and~see Fig. 1!

gd5arccos~sinqcoswsingp1cosqcosgp! ~6!

is the incidence angle with respect to the droplet, i.e., the
angle between the beam wave vectork̂[(singp,0,cosgp) and
the droplet director N̂d[(sinqcosw,sinqsinw,cosq). The
droplet refractive indices are functions of the orientation of
the liquid-crystal molecules inside the droplet, i.e. of the
droplet order parameterSd defined asSd5^P2(N̂d•n̂)&droplet
where n̂ is the nematic director,P2(x) is the second-order
Legendre polynomial, and the average is taken over each
droplet. The behavior of the liquid-crystal molecules inside
droplets depends on many parameters~such as the liquid-
crystal elastic constants, the droplet radius, the type of align-
ment at the droplet surface!. However, it has been calculated
@22# that the bipolar configuration is energetically preferred
in the case of tangential anchoring: molecules are strongly
aligned with the droplet directorN̂d , with two disclinations
at the ‘‘poles’’ of the droplet. This configuration is com-
monly used since it gives high contrast and low driving volt-
ages. In a previous paper@14# we have shown that, for such
configuration, the droplet refractive indices can be computed
with good approximation assuming that all nematic directors
are at the same angle with respect to the droplet director.
This assumption leads to the expressions

ndo5
2

p
noFS p

2
,
1

ne
A2

3
~ne

22no
2!~12Sd! D , ~7a!

nde5
none

A 2
3 ~no

22ne
2!Sd1

1
3 ~no

212ne
2!
, ~7b!

whereF(u,m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind andno andne are the liquid crystal refractive indices. A
valueSd51 for the droplet order parameter means that the

FIG. 1. Reference frame. Axes are chosen so that thexy plane is
the surface of the sample and thexz plane is the incidence plane.
The external fieldE is in the direction of thez axis and the wave
vectork is in thexz plane.N̂d is the director of a generic droplet,
whileNd' is the projection ofN̂d on thexy plane.gp andgd are the
beam incidence angles with respect to the sample and the droplet,
respectively. The optical electric fieldEopt is either in the direction
of they axis (Eopt

(O) ordinary beam! or in thexz plane (Eopt
(E) extraor-

dinary beam!.
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local nematic director is aligned with the droplet director
everywhere, so that, as expected,ndeuSd515ne and

ndouSd515no . Usually the optical anisotropy of the liquid

crystal is small, so that we can assume (nde2ndo)/ndo!1;
thus expandingnde* in terms of (nde2ndo) we can approxi-
mate Eq.~5! with

nde* .ndo1~nde2ndo!sin
2gd . ~8!

Therefore Eq.~4! becomes

sd5
1

2
sG~2kR!2~se

2cos2ad1so
2sin2ad!, ~9!

where

se5
nde2~nde2ndo!cos

2gd

np
21, ~10a!

so5
ndo
np

21. ~10b!

This allows the sample scattering cross section~3! to be writ-
ten as

ss5
1

2
sG~2kR!2E

0

2p

dw

3E
0

p

~se
2cos2ad1so

2sin2ad!pd~q,w!sinqdq.

~11!

Nevertheless, it is not possible to carry out the integra-
tions since we still do not know the probability distribution
pd(q,w). This distribution is determined by the external
field E starting from the original uniform distribution

pd„q~q̃,w̃ !,w~q̃,w̃ !…dṼ5
dṼ

4p
, ~12!

whereq̃ and w̃ are the values ofq andw in the absence of
the external field. Therefore we need to express the droplet
scattering cross sectionsd(q,w) as a function of the droplet
director orientation (q̃,w̃) before the field is applied. Due to
the choice of the reference frame, onlyq is affected by the
external field: thereforew(q̃,w̃)5w̃, while q(q̃,w̃)5q(q̃)
can be obtained minimizing the free energy for a droplet in
an external electric field. Following Kelly and Palffy-
Muhoray @18# the free energy per volume can be written as
an elastic term plus a term due to the external electric field.

The elastic term is

Fel52
1

3
KdP2~N̂d• Ñ̂d!, ~13!

whereKd is an elastic constant per unit volume taking into
account the torque that, after the field is switched off, pro-
duces relaxation of the droplet directorN̂d to its original

orientationÑ̂d , while the field related term is

FE52
1

3
g~Ss!SSd~« i2«'!E2P2~N̂d•Ê! ~14!

whereE is the applied electric field,

g~Ss!5
3 «pvLC

«LC12«p2vLC~«LC2«p!
, ~15!

«LC5«'1
1

3
~112SSdSs!~« i2«'!, ~16!

S andSs , defined as

S5^P2~ n̂• l̂ !&, ~17a!

Ss5^P2~Ê•N̂d!&sample ~17b!

are the usual molecular order parameter and the sample order
parameter,l̂ is the molecular axis,n̂ is the nematic director,
vLC is the volume fraction of liquid crystal in the sample,
«p is the polymer dielectric permittivity,« i and «' are the
liquid-crystal dielectric permittivities.

The droplet directorN̂d is obtained by minimization of the
total free energyF4Fel1FE , which leads to@18#

P2~N̂d•Ê!5
1

4
1
3

4

ea
22112~ Ñ̂d•Ê!2

A~ea
221!214ea

2~ Ñ̂d•Ê!2
~18!

or, sinceN̂d•Ê5cosq and Ñ̂d•Ê5cosq̃,

q~q̃,Ss!5arccosA1

2
@11a~q̃,Ss!#, ~19!

where we have defined

a~q̃,Ss!5
ea
22112~ Ñ̂d•Ê!2

A~ea
221!214ea

2~ Ñ̂d•Ê!2

5
ea
22112cos2q̃

A~ea
221!214ea

2cos2q̃
~20!

and we have used the reduced electric field

ea~Ss!5EA 3 «pv lc
« lc12«p2vLC~«LC2«p!

« i2«'

Kd
. ~21!

Therefore Eq.~11! becomes

ss5E
0

2p

dw̃E
0

p

sd„q~q̃,w̃ !,w~q̃,w̃ !…pd„q~q̃,w̃ !,w(q̃,w̃)…

3sinq̃dq̃

5
sG

8p
~2kR!2E

0

2p

dwE
0

p

~ s̃e
2cos2ad1 s̃o

2sin2ad!sinq̃dq̃,

~22!
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with s̃o5so and

s̃e5
nde2

1
2 ~nde2ndo!@A12a~q̃,Ss!coswsingp1A11a~q̃,Ss!cosgp#

2

np
21. ~23!

The sample order parameterSs ~17b!, required to compute
s̃e , is the average over the whole sample ofP2(N̂d•Ê). Un-
der the assumption that initial orientation of droplet directors

( Ñ̂d) is isotropic, using Eq.~18!, we get

Ss5^P2~Ê•N̂d!&sample5^P2~cosq!&sample

5E
0

2p

dw̃E
0

p

P2„cosq~q̃,Ss!…sinq̃dq̃, ~24!

which leads to

Ss5
1

4
1
3

16

ea
211

ea
2 1

3

32

~3ea
211!~ea

211!

ea
3 lnU ea11

ea21U. ~25!

Equation~25!, together with Eqs.~21! and~16!, constitutes a
system of implicit relations allowing the computation of the
sample order parameterSs once molecular and droplet order
parameters are known. In a previous paper@23# we have
shown that, while the molecular order parameterS is unaf-
fected by the applied electric field~it is just a function of the
temperature!, this is not the case for the droplet order param-
eterSd : in the saturation region~i.e. field above the thresh-
old value,Ss'1, with droplet directors almost aligned with
the field! the electric field aligns molecules with the droplet
director and therefore increases the droplet order parameter
Sd ; on the contrary, below the transition region~i.e., field
below the threshold valueSs!1, with droplet directors ran-
domly oriented! the electric field has a direction that differs
from droplet director and therefore causes a decrease of
droplet order parameter. We have shown@23# that a good
expression forSd is

Sd~E,Ss!5A~2Ss11!/3@12exp~2E/Ed1!#

1Sd0A12Ssexp~2E/Ed2!, ~26!

whereSd0 is the droplet order parameter in absence of field
andEd1 andEd2 are two sample related parameters taking
into account the dependence of the alignment of liquid-
crystal molecules inside each droplet versus the external field
and the sample order parameter. Now we have all the ele-
ments required to integrate Eq.~22! to obtain the sample
scattering cross section and, by means of Eq.~1!, the sample
transmittancet5I t /I 0.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The probe
beam is a 2-mW HeNe laser (l5632.8 nm!. Both the polar-
ization plane and the incidence angle can be changed without
changing the incidence point on the sample. A square wave
electric signal is applied to the sample. The peak-to-peak
intensity and the frequency of the signal can be controlled by
means of a function generator and a voltage amplifier. The
frequency is fixed atn5 1 kHz. The sample is contained in
a thermostatic oven in order to keep its temperature constant
to T0525.5°C. A photodiode (D1, collection angle
0.431023 sr! in a chopper–lock-in configuration is used to
detect the signal. A second photodiode detector (D2) is used
to obtain a reference. The sample thickness isd0520m m
and the PDLC composition is the following: EPON 815
~Shell Chemical Company! 25.8%, MK 107 ~Wilmington
Chemical Corporation! 7.4%, CAPCURE 3-800~Diamond
Shamrock & Co.! 30.2%, BOSTIK B~Bostik! 3.4%, and E7
~BDH! 33.3%. The refractive indices of E7 areno51.51 and
ne51.74 and its nematic to isotropic phase transition tem-
perature, measured in the PDLC configuration, is
TNI554.5°C. The polymer refractive index isnp51.54 and

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. HeNe, 2-mW He-Ne laser mounted
on a rotating support; C, chopper; BS, beam splitter; L, lens;
D1,D2, photodiode detectors; T, thermostatic oven; R, rotation
stage; S, sample; LI, lock-in amplifier; FG, function generator; VA,
voltage amplifier.

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the transmittance for an extraor-
dinary beam, for different values of the applied field (Vrms510.3,
20.6, and 41.2 V!. Experimental values~dots! are compared with
theoretical results~solid curves!. Experimental errors are within dot
size. The dashed line is the transmittance of the cell without PDLC.
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the glass refractive indexng51.52.
In Fig. 3 we report the sample light transmittance versus

the incidence angle for different values of the applied voltage
for the polarization plane in the incidence plane~extraordi-
nary beam!. Experimental results are shown by dots and er-
rors are within dot size.

To apply our model to an impinging extraordinary beam,
we observe~see Fig. 1! that Êopt

(E)[(cosgp,0,singp), so that
the polarization angle with respect to the dropletad is given
by

ad
~E!5arcsin

cos2gpsinqsinw

A12~sinqcoswsingp1cosqcosgp!
2
. ~27!

Substitution into Eq.~22! gives the droplet scattering cross
section for an extraordinary beam.

Solid curves in Fig. 3 are computed by the described
theory, while the dashed curve is the theoretical transmit-
tance of the glasses, without PDLC’s, simply given by
Fresnel transmission coefficients~2!. The values of the
parameters used for description of our sample are droplet
radius R51 mm, droplets per unit volume
Nv50.14331018 m23, and in Eqs. ~21! and ~26!
Kd55.97 Nm22, Sd050.816, Ed153.333106 Vm21, and
Ed251.003106 Vm21. The liquid-crystal order parameter,

assumed to be a universal function of the temperature@10#, is
SuT525.5°C50.611. We have no direct measure of droplet
radius in this sample; also because it is destructive, scanning
electron microscopy performed on samples made with the
same recipe confirmed the value of about 1mm.

Figure 4 shows the same quantities for a beam with its
polarization plane orthogonal to the incidence plane~ordi-
nary beam!. Experimental data are compared to theoretical
results obtained with the same parameters as before, but with
polarization anglead5ad

(O)5 p/22ad
(E) Again the dashed

curve is the transmittance of the glasses alone.
Figures 5 and 6 show the dependence of the transmittance

of the sample versus the applied voltage for an extraordinary
and an ordinary beam, respectively. Experimental data~dots!
obtained in an independent set of measurements are com-
pared to results obtained by our model~solid curves! with
the same values of the parameters. As can be seen, our math-
ematical model gives an accurate description of the experi-
mental results for both the ordinary and the extraordinary
components of an impinging beam.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The model we have described can be used to examine the
transmittance of a PDLC in many situations and can be use-
ful for designing PDLC devices. For the sake of simplicity
and in order to perform a comparison with experimental data
in previous figures we have only shown a few numerical
results. The computer program based on our model does not

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the transmittance for an ordinary
beam, for different values of the applied field (Vrms510.3, 20.6,
41.2 V!. Experimental values~dots! are compared with theoretical
results~solid curves!. Experimental errors are within dot size. The
dashed line is the transmittance of the cell without PDLC.

FIG. 5. Voltage dependence of the transmittance for an extraor-
dinary beam, for different values of the incidence angle (g i515°,
50°, and 65°). Experimental values~dots! are compared with theo-
retical results~solid curves!. Experimental errors are within dot
size.

FIG. 6. Voltage dependence of the transmittance for an ordinary
beam, for different values of the incidence angle (g i515°, 50°, and
65°). Experimental values~dots! are compared with theoretical re-
sults ~solid curves!. Experimental errors are within dot size.

FIG. 7. Transmittance for an extraordinary beam vs the inci-
dence angle for different values of the optical anisotropy of the
liquid crystalDn5ne2no .
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require much computation time even on a personal computer,
allowing easy examination of a large number of configura-
tions.

The translucent to transparent state transition~Figs. 5 and
6! in our sample occurs at an applied voltageVrms

(thr)'21V.
For applied voltage above this threshold value~due to a sud-
den increase of the sample order parameter! the transmit-
tance increases slightly, due to a further slight increase of the
droplet order parameter. We observe~Figs. 3 and 4,
Vrms541.2 V! that for high enough applied voltage~satura-
tion condition! and for normal incidence the transmittance of
the PDLC sample is practically equal to the transmittance of
the glass plates, while for high incidence angle the PDLC
film practically affects only the extraordinary beam. This
gives rise to a polarization effect on the light impinging at
large incidence angles.

The most important optical parameter of the liquid crystal
is the optical anisotropyDn5ne2no . Using our model to
study the angular dependence of the transmittance on liquid
crystal’s optical anisotropy~Fig. 7!, it can be seen that a
larger liquid-crystal anisotropy makes the PDLC transmit-
tance more angularly selective: the sample is transparent
only for small incidence angles, while it is translucent for
higher values ofg i .

As a further application of the model we examine the
effect of light scattering on the spectral composition of the
transmitted light. Here we disregard light absorption by the
sample. Even if we do not have measurements performed on
these samples, experimental measures carried out on PDLC
films having the same composition have shown that light
absorption is negligible in the 3502800 nm wavelength
range. Figure 8 shows the sample transmittance for normal
incidence~there is no distinction between ordinary and ex-
traordinary beam forg i50). As can be seen, for high ap-

plied voltage~saturation conditionVrms548 V! the transmit-
tance is practically independent of the wavelength, but for a
lower voltage~above-threshold conditionVrms524 V! the
PDLC is more transparent for red radiation than for blue-
ultraviolet radiation. Even in saturation condition, at high
values of the incidence angle~Fig. 9, sample transmittance
versus the wavelength and the applied field for an extraordi-
nary beam at incidence angleg i560°), the scattering coef-
ficient for blue radiation is higher than that for red. Therefore
the sample appears brown if illuminated with white light.
Spectral distribution of the transmitted light is mainly con-
trolled by the droplet radius, which in turn is determined by
the curing procedure: however this is beyond the scope of
this paper.

In conclusion, we have introduced a mathematical model
capable of describing the transmittance of PDLC’s in the
most general conditions, which is not only for normally im-
pinging light or high applied voltages but as a function of its
geometrical and structural properties as well as of the oper-
ating conditions and of the incidence angle of impinging
light. We have demonstrated the model accuracy by the com-
parison of numerical and experimental data. We have per-
formed some parametric studies of PDLC optical behavior
also in order to show the model effectiveness as a designing
tool.
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